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Abstract

Taxi ridesharing (TRS) systems are considered one means towards more sustain-

able transportation by increasing car occupancy rates and thereby significantly

improving the efficiency of urban transportation systems. In this study, we

consider TRS with shared pick-up and drop-off locations, where customers of a

shared trip might be required to walk a short distance from their origin/to their

destination. Related research has discussed the advantages of this approach

over other TRS variants, including shorter travel times, lower fuel consump-

tion and fewer emissions. However, these studies do not investigate how a TRS

ought to be designed under different environmental conditions to maximize its

effectiveness in terms of rejection and sharing rate. We contribute to closing

this gap with three achievements. First, we propose a new mathematical model

that provides a conceptualization of the TRS problem with shared pick-up and

drop-off locations. Second, we implement a rolling horizon approach and con-

duct extensive computational experiments based on empirical data from New

York City and Porto. In our experiments, we vary and combine several exo-

geneous (environmental) and design-oriented factors and show that both exert

considerable influence on the rejection rate, sharing rate and service quality.
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Third, for practitioners considering a TRS with shared pick-up and drop-off

locations, our guidelines highlight the importance of system design, particularly

in leveraging extended waiting times to attain low rejection rates and foster

high sharing rates.

Keywords: taxi ridesharing, sustainable transport, system design
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1. Introduction

For a long time, people traveling in urban areas had to choose between pri-

vate transport, including taxis and private cars, and public transport, including

buses, trams and subways. The resulting dichotomy decision options have been

equated to a trade-off between cost and comfort: While private transportation5

came with high comfort at high cost, public transportation were involved with

low comfort at low cost. While this dichotomy still exists, being the two dom-

inant travel modes in most regions, nowadays, a third travel mode paradigm

appeared with the rise of ridesharing services such as Uber, Lyft, and DiDi,

whose on-demand services are based upon matching individual drivers and their10

cars with customers who need transport (Weber, 2020; Silwal et al., 2019; Fu-

ruhata et al., 2013). Taxi ridesharing (TRS) systems (which can be seen as

shared-ride mobility-on-demand systems) are a response to the resulting mar-

ket pressure on taxi companies, offering the flexibility and speed of private

cars but at lower costs, due to the higher utilization of vehicles and drivers.15

This mode of transportation is characterized by matching several separate taxi

trip requests with similar spatio-temporal characteristics into a shared taxi trip

(Barann et al., 2017). Along with increased service options for customers, TRS

systems are considered a promising means towards more sustainable and more

efficient urban transportation by reducing fuel consumption and air pollution,20

and increasing car occupancy rates and reducing traffic congestion, respectively

(Agatz et al., 2012; Santi et al., 2014).

The landscape of TRS systems is pervaded by a variety of systems which

differ in several regards. A frequently used classification distinguishes different

numbers of pick-up locations (one or many) and the number of drop-off locations25

(one or many) per taxi trip, resulting in four classes of TRS approaches (Ting

et al., 2021; Smet, 2021; Bathla et al., 2018). In its traditional configuration,

the many-to-many approach corresponds to a door-to-door transport, where

customers are picked up and dropped off at exactly their desired departure and

arrival locations. Such types of systems do not only require matching requests of30
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customers who may share a joint trip but also determining orders in which cus-

tomers are picked up and dropped off (routing). While customers benefit from

being picked up and dropped off at the desired locations, they may suffer from

detours, which, in turn, reduce their convenience. With the one-to-one TRS

approach, matching customer requests needs to be complemented by determin-35

ing common or nearby pick-up and drop-off locations for shared trips. Here,

customers need to accept short walking distances before and after a shared taxi

trip but do not have to tolerate detours of the taxi. More direct vehicle routes,

enabled by short walking distances, increase system efficiency by reducing ve-

hicle distance traveled, energy consumption, emissions, and operating costs,40

by further leveraging the benefits of sharing rides compared to the traditional

many-to-many approach (Stiglic et al., 2016). Furthermore, customers enjoy

higher convenience through shorter travel times by detour avoidance (Stiglic

et al., 2015).

A real-world example of a product based on the above considerations is Uber45

Express Pool, which offers customers lower fares based on lower operating costs

(Stock, 2018). Scenarios in which one-to-one TRS may be favorable include

situations in which guests of a single hotel or several hotels closely located to

each other have similar destinations in the city center (e.g., a shopping mall, a

train station or a sightseeing spot), or in which participants of an event (e.g., a50

farmer’s market or a party) want to return home to the same neighborhood.

While the many-to-many TRS approach has received much attention in the

literature (Mourad et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2020; Wang and Li, 2021; Ting et al.,

2021) considerably less attention has been paid to one-to-one TRS systems.

Works dedicated to these systems include the studies of Barann et al. (2017)55

and Qian et al. (2017), which identify high sharing potentials in the considered

example of New York City (NYC) for a deterministic setting where all requests

of a planning period are known in advance. Moreover, several studies Wang et al.

(2019); Yan et al. (2020) demonstrate that one-to-one systems might be superior

to many-to-many systems in terms of, for example, shorter waiting and service60

times for customers, less energy consumption and reduced kilometers traveled
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by the vehicle fleet, leading to a more sustainable system.

However, the literature lacks studies that consider a one-to-one TRS in a

dynamic setting where information reveals itself during the planning period.

In addition, the literature is silent on insights into how system design factors65

of one-to-one TRS systems, such as the maximum walking distance allowed,

and exogenous (environmental) factors, such as the temporal-spatial density of

customer requests, determine the effectiveness of the TRS system (e.g., in terms

of rejection and sharing rate). Since the general concept of one-to-one TRS has

been proven to be beneficial, gaining insights into the impact of both exogenous70

and system design factors on the effectiveness of one-to-one TRS is valuable for

providers of TRS systems in terms of design decisions.

Addressing the overall research question of how TRS systems with shared

pick-up and drop-off locations should be designed, the contributions of our work

are threefold: 1) We propose a mathematical formulation of the one-to-one TRS75

problem in the form of an integer linear program (ILP). The objective is to

serve as many requests as possible while minimizing the overall cost for vehicle-

trip assignments, considering the perspectives of both customers and operators,

all within the constraints of a limited taxi fleet. Problem dynamics regarding

future customer requests are accounted for by using a rolling horizon solution80

approach. 2) We conduct extensive computational experiments based upon

real-world data from NYC and Porto. We also perform a sensitivity analysis to

investigate the effects of various system design factors and exogenous parameter

values on the rejection rate, sharing rate and service quality. 3) Based upon our

computational insights, we derive guidelines for practitioners who plan to design85

and implement one-to-one TRS systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides se-

lected prior works on one-to-one TRS that are related to our work. In Section 3,

we describe the problem and provide an illustrative example. In Section 4, we

develop the mathematical model and present the solution approach. In Sec-90

tion 5, we describe our computational study by presenting the experimental

design and computational results. We discuss the results and derive managerial
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guidelines in Section 6. Finally, we conclude with a summary of our study and

an outlook on future research in Section 7.

2. Related work95

Shared-ride services, i.e. different concepts of people sharing rides, have

been intensively discussed in the operations research community; for literature

reviews, we refer to Agatz et al. (2012), Mourad et al. (2019) and Tafreshian

et al. (2020). In our work, we investigate the concept of TRS with shared pick-

up an drop-off locations (meeting points). Despite the limited literature on100

this specific combination, there is a substantial body of knowledge on related

problems. In the following, we briefly sketch the literature landscape of TRS

and, then, give an overview of literature on shared-ride services with meeting

points.

2.1. Taxi ridesharing105

TRS systems aim at bringing together customers with similar spatio-temporal

transportation needs, satisfying their on-demand customer requests through

shared trips executed by a centrally organized vehicle fleet (Silwal et al., 2019).

TRS is related to two other shared-ride services, from which it is distinguished

as follows. Focusing on single, non-recurring trips, TRS differs from carpooling,110

which requires a long-term commitment between two or more people (Correia

and Viegas, 2009; Bruck et al., 2017). In contrast, the dynamic problem setting

in TRS is also a characteristic of most peer-to-peer (P2P) ridesharing systems

(Sun et al., 2020). However, in P2P ridesharing, private drivers dynamically en-

ter a platform to share their trips with riders who have similar itineraries, while115

a TRS system has access to a centrally organized taxi fleet and, therefore, tends

to be better informed about where and when individual taxis become available.

In addition, P2P ridesharing often focuses on bilateral matching between one

driver and one rider, while TRS always involves multiple customers sharing the

same ride, also referred to as ridepooling or ridesplitting.120
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Operational issues of TRS systems are two-fold: First, idle taxis need to

be prepositioned or rebalanced towards regions with a high rate of unserved

customers (Yuan et al., 2011; Li et al., 2018a; Demissie et al., 2020). Second,

customers need to be grouped and assigned to taxis for which routes need to be

determined. In this work, we focus on the grouping of customer requests and125

continue presenting related approaches suggested in literature.

The TRS problem originated as a dynamic Dial-a-ride problem (DARP) with

multiple vehicles (Ma et al., 2013; Hosni et al., 2014) that consists of designing

minimum cost vehicle routes and schedules for customers who specify pickup

and delivery requests between origins and destinations (Cordeau and Laporte,130

2007). The dynamic problem setting, i.e., requests arrive dynamically over time

and are not known in advance, is one key characteristic that resulted in several

heuristic solution methods for centralized (Ma et al., 2013; Hosni et al., 2014;

Santos and Xavier, 2015; Jung et al., 2016) and decentralized TRS problems

(d’Orey et al., 2012; Bathla et al., 2018; Manjunath et al., 2021). Due to TRS’s135

high complexity, mainly caused by the routing part of the problem, only a

few exact solution methods have been proposed. Santi et al. (2014), Alonso-

Mora et al. (2017) and Liang et al. (2020) develop methods based on a rolling

horizon approach where an optimization model is used to periodically determine

optimal taxi assignments and routes for all collected requests during a specified140

time window. Wang et al. (2018) and Kucharski and Cats (2020) also consider a

rolling horizon approach, albeit for P2P ridesharing. Their methodologies focus

on matching customer requests to shared trips, wherein routing is implicitly

handled by identifying optimal matches between customer requests and shared

trips with predefined routes. In our work, we adopt a similar rolling horizon145

approach, by matching passenger requests to taxi trips, implicitly optimizing

taxi routes within a dynamic one-to-one TRS system.

2.2. Shared-ride services with meeting points

While all of the above approaches consider door-to-door transportation, an-

other literature stream examines shared-ride services where customers must walk150
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short distances to common meeting points to be picked up for transport. For a

more extensive review on optimizing shared-ride services with walking legs, we

refer to Wang et al. (2022). Evidence shows that the introduction of meeting

points in shared-ride services has multiple advantages: 1) Decreasing extra de-

tours for customers and, thus, reducing inconvenience (Stiglic et al., 2015; Zhao155

et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018b), 2) increasing the sharing potential and, therefore,

improving the overall efficiency of the system and mitigating emissions and en-

vironmental impact (Stiglic et al., 2015; Smet, 2021; Fielbaum et al., 2021), and

3) offering more privacy to customers, as their origin and destination remain

unknown to other customers (Aı̈vodji et al., 2016; Khazbak et al., 2020).160

However, the literature on meeting points in taxi ridesharing systems is

rather limited and mostly neglects the dynamic nature of the problem. There-

fore, in this section, we also consider the literature on deterministic problem

settings and other shared-ride services with meeting points, such as carpooling

or P2P ridesharing. Another shared-ride service that is often studied in the con-165

text of meeting points is long-distance ridesharing (interurban) (Czioska et al.,

2017; Chen et al., 2019), which we do not consider, since this problem does not

share the main characteristics of taxi ridesharing, such as requests arriving at

short notice.

Barann et al. (2017) and Qian et al. (2017) assume a deterministic setting170

where all necessary data is known at the moment of planning. Methods of

both approaches determine the meeting points on-the-fly during optimization

depending on the requested departure locations of customers. Barann et al.

(2017) apply an event-driven greedy heuristic that searches for matching can-

didates for each incoming request, demonstrating savings of up to 500 tons of175

carbon emissions per week in NYC. Qian et al. (2017) present an optimization

model and two solution algorithms (exact and heuristic) for grouping similar

customer requests into shared taxi trips. The authors compare the performance

of both algorithms and explore pricing policies that provide incentives for cus-

tomers to share, showing that this can save up to 47% of total travel miles if180

applied to NYC taxi trip data. These two approaches are referred to as one-to-
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one TRS, since shared taxi trips have one common pick-up and drop-off location

for onboarding and unboarding of all customers without any intermediate stops.

Aissat and Oulamara (2014) and Yan et al. (2020) examine the one-to-one ap-

proach for P2P ridesharing. Aissat and Oulamara (2014) propose exact and185

heuristic approaches to identify the pick-up and drop-off locations that mini-

mize the total travel costs of a driver and a rider. Yan et al. (2020) demonstrate

the benefits of the one-to-one approach by performing an equilibrium analysis,

which shows an improved rider and driver experience in case of demand spikes.

Other approaches consider shared-ride services with predefined meeting points190

allowing for intermediate stops to pick up or drop off customers, thus referred to

as extended many-to-many. By restricting the number of pick-up and drop-off

locations, the extended many-to-many TRS can be simplified into a one-to-one

TRS. Therefore, the extended many-to-many TRS can be regarded as a gener-

alized form, incorporating the one-to-one TRS as a special case. This does not195

apply to the traditional many-to-many TRS, as this and the one-to-one TRS

are two distinct problems. Ham (2021) and Aliari and Haghani (2022) suggest

optimization models to find optimal taxi routes while selecting the best pick-up

and drop-off location for each customer, assuming a deterministic problem set-

ting. Ham (2021) proposes a constraint programming approach and a two-phase200

approach based on a warm start to improve performance for solving the opti-

mization model. The model of Aliari and Haghani (2022) solves small problem

instances previously formed by a pre-matching heuristic for clustering similar

requests. Further clustering algorithms are presented by Mart́ınez et al. (2015)

and Czioska et al. (2019), which form small groups of customers for a minibus205

service, stopping at one meeting point per cluster. Balardino and Santos (2016)

and Miklas-Kalczynska and Kalczynski (2021) consider carpooling with meet-

ing points, where each participant has a specific point of origin and the final

destination is common for all participants, which corresponds to a many-to-one

approach according to our categorization. Miklas-Kalczynska and Kalczynski210

(2021) show that adding the option of meeting points improves system-wide

driving distance savings.
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While all abovementioned studies are deterministic, only few papers consider

a dynamic setting with stochastically incoming requests for shared-ride services

with meeting points. There are some event-driven approaches that perform a215

planning operation each time a new customer request is received. For example,

the TRS system considered by Lyu et al. (2019) generates for each request a

sharing schedule consisting of a set of companions, the shortest sharing route and

the best pick-up/drop-off locations by maximizing the satisfaction of involved

customers. Gökay et al. (2019) map the pick-up and drop-off locations of a220

new request to those of accepted requests in a vehicle schedule and extend the

problem to include a service provider’s decision to reject or accept a request.

Engelhardt and Bogenberger (2021) propose a simulation framework designed

to investigate the influence of boarding locations on TRS systems. Fielbaum

et al. (2021) build upon the rolling horizon method proposed by Alonso-Mora225

et al. (2017) and adapt it to include meeting points. Similar to other studies (Li

et al., 2019; Lyu et al., 2019), the authors compare the shared-ride service with

meeting points to a classical door-to-door transport and demonstrate additional

travel distance savings through the introduction of meeting points. However,

none of the studies on dynamic shared-ride systems with meeting points consider230

a one-to-one approach.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the presented studies consider one-to-

one TRS systems in a dynamic setting, although the dynamic nature is one main

characteristics of taxi ridesharing. Moreover, there is a lack of studies on how

to design TRS systems (e.g., setting the optimization frequency) in dependence235

on several exogenous factors, such as the density of requests. Drawing on both

observations, we contribute to the literature by investigating the TRS problem

with shared pick-up and drop-off locations where customer requests are not

previously known but revealed over time.
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3. Problem description240

We consider the main operations problem of a one-to-one TRS system. It op-

timizes grouping multiple customer requests with similar spatio-temporal char-

acteristics into a shared taxi trip, assuming customers’ willingness to walk short

distances to or from shared pick-up and drop-off locations. The objective is to

serve as many requests as possible while minimizing the waiting and walking245

times of customers and the driving times of taxis, all within the constraints of

a limited taxi fleet.

A customer request refers to a transportation need between two locations of

one or more passengers at a given time. We consider the case where such requests

dynamically enter a central system operated by a taxi provider owning a limited250

vehicle fleet and employing dedicated drivers. The taxi provider has to decide

whether to service a request as a traditional or a shared taxi trip and assign

requests to taxi vehicles. If no vehicle can reach the desired departure location of

the request in time, it has to be rejected. Since a shared taxi trip is characterized

by only one departure location and one arrival location but serves multiple255

requests simultaneously, customers might need to walk short distances from/to

their requested locations. Intermediate stops during a trip are not considered

as they might lead to delays for customers due to detours. A shared taxi trip

has to ensure a promised level of service for all included requests: Customers

receive information about their taxi trips within reasonable time before the260

desired departure time. Thus, the taxi provider can use the time between the

requests’ entry and the notification to the customer for processing requests.

The available time for processing a request can vary significantly depending on

the customers’ preferences about the minimum notification time. The system

addresses medium and short-term requests, e.g., customers can announce their265

requests a few hours to a few minutes before their desired departure time.

We assume a limited, homogeneous taxi fleet with |V | being the number of

available vehicles in the fleet. It can happen that for some requests no taxi is

available on time, so that they need to be rejected. Regarding customer behav-
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ior, we make simplifying assumptions such as comprehensive sharing-willingness.270

We further suppose that all customers arrive at the specified departure loca-

tions on time, walking there with the same average walking speed. We note

that this assumption is unlikely to hold in reality and late customer arrivals

can degrade the system. When establishing shared taxi trips we do not address

customers’ particular preferences, such as preferred gender, age, or habits (e.g.,275

non-smoking) of fellow customers.

Based on the above assumptions, the task is to determine taxi trips (in

terms of departure time and locations for departure and arrival) and assign

them to vehicles of a limited taxi fleet, maximizing served requests and mini-

mizing the total cost for customers and operators, subject to several trip-sharing280

constraints.

Figure 1 illustrates a problem instance with four customer requests and a

sample solution with two taxi trips, where triangles and squares represent the

departure and arrival data per request, respectively. The spatial perspective

represents the departure and arrival locations of the respective requests in a grid.285

Here, a segment length corresponds to the maximal allowed walking distance

of a customer from the requested departure location to the origin of a taxi

trip and from its destination to the requested arrival location. The temporal

perspective shows a timeline per request, including the requested (top) and

realized (bottom) departure and arrival times. The depicted solution includes290

two trips consisting of one traditional and one shared taxi trip. As the requested

departure of the request marked in white is further than one segment length

away from all other departures, a traditional taxi trip serves this request. The

remaining three requests fulfill all trip-sharing constraints resulting in a shared

taxi trip which requires two requests to walk short distances to/from the joint295

departure and arrival locations of the shared trip. By taking into account the

duration for walking to the departure location, the shared trip starts at 11:09,

a few minutes after the desired departure times of all requests involved. As

a result, in this example, trip-sharing saves two taxis and around half of the

driving distance consumed by a traditional taxi system.300
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Figure 1: Illustrative Example

Furthermore, to account for the dynamic nature of the problem, i.e., requests

arrive sequentially over time, we propose a system that uses a rolling horizon

approach to find optimal taxi trips. As argued in Section 2, this is a common

approach in literature on shared-ride services (Tafreshian et al., 2020), where

it is also referred to as ‘batch approach’ (Kucharski and Cats, 2020) or ‘rolling305

horizon strategy’ (Agatz et al., 2011). Therefore, we split an entire planning

period (such as a day) into many deterministic batches, further referred to as

optimization batches.
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4. Mathematical model and solution framework

In this section, we first introduce the reader to the problem specifications310

by explaining the notions of requests and taxi trips. We then describe the con-

straints needed to create a set of feasible taxi trips including the vehicle assign-

ment. Furthermore, we formulate the mathematical model as an integer linear

program (ILP). Finally, we suggest a rolling horizon framework as the overall

solution approach. This approach involves solving a sequence of instances of the315

model iteratively to account for the dynamic problem nature by decomposing

the overall planning horizon into planning batches of shorter duration.

4.1. Notions

Request. A request i is characterized by the associated number of passengers

p̂i
1, the requested departure and arrival location (l̂depi and l̂arri ), the costs ĉi320

incurred for a traditional taxi trip serving request i, the requested departure

time t̂depi and the time when it enters the system, denoted by request time t̂reqi .

The costs are measured in USD and are usually composed of a base fare and

a variable fare, which depends on the distance traveled, the time of the day,

and other surcharges (NYC City Taxi & Limousine Commission: TLC, 2023).325

In addition, we introduce additional temporal concepts, such as the notification

time t̂noti , which is the latest possible time the customer would like to be in-

formed about his/her taxi trip. From the departure time and the geographic

information, we can derive an expected arrival time t̂arri assuming normal traffic

conditions. The lead time λi of a request expresses its spontaneity, depicting the330

difference between the requested departure time and the request time. The time

flexibility of a request consists of three parts. First, the minimum notification

time α, i.e., the minimum duration between a customer getting a notification

and wishing to start the trip. Second, the maximum waiting time β represents

the difference between the latest accepted departure time of the taxi and the335

requested departure time. This time is available for a walking distance that

1A hat denotes the notation of a request to distinguish it from the notation of a taxi trip.
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may be necessary. Third, the maximum delay γ outlines the latest accepted ar-

rival time. Figure 2 provides an overview of the relation between the presented

temporal concepts of a request i.

Figure 2: Temporal parameters of a request i

Taxi trip. A taxi trip k represents the realization of one or more requests i340

by the travel of taxi vehicle v. Thus, for each taxi trip, there is a set Ik,

which contains all requests served by trip k. This set specifies whether the

trip is a traditional (
∣∣Ik∣∣= 1) or a shared (

∣∣Ik∣∣> 1) taxi trip. Similar to a

request, ldepk and larrk stand for the departure and arrival location of taxi trip

k, respectively, while tdepk and tarrk display departure and arrival time. The345

number of passengers is given by pk. The parameter ck specifies the cost per

request for taxi trip k, assuring that the number of all contained requests times

this cost (
∣∣Ik∣∣·ck) corresponds to the earnings of the taxi provider for the taxi

trip. Most important for the optimization of taxi trips is parameter cost(v, k)

as it represents the costs associated with the assignment of taxi vehicle v to350

(shared) trip k (see Equation (1) where θw and θd are functions which measure

the walking and driving duration between two locations, respectively).

cost(v, k) =
∑
i∈Ik

p̂i

[
ub(t

dep
k − t̂depi ) + uwθw(l̂

dep
i , ldepk ) + udθd(l

dep
k , larrk )

− θd(l̂
dep
i , l̂arri )

]
+ uo

[
θd(l

taxi
v,k , l

dep
k ) + θd(l

dep
k , larrk )

]
(1)

Similar to Fielbaum et al. (2021), we define the costs for a vehicle-trip-

assignment as the sum of customers’ costs and operators’ costs. The former
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encompasses waiting, walking, and in-vehicle travel costs, while the latter arises355

from the distance driven by the vehicles. Consequently, ub, uw and ud are the

unitary values of waiting, walking and traveling over the vehicle, respectively,

and uo is the unitary cost of operating a vehicle. For each request contained in

trip k, we subtract the driving duration of a conventional taxi trip between the

requested origin and destination θd(l̂
dep
i , l̂arri ) from the in-vehicle time to reward360

time savings achieved through ride-sharing.

4.2. Creation of feasible trips

To create a set of all feasible taxi trips K, all of the following constraints

must be met. These constraints ensure a certain level of customer service. We

note that the number of trips is subject to factorial growth. However, the365

assumptions which will be described in the following allow us to filter trips

efficiently and consequently, drastically reduce the number and time to create

all feasible trips even for large realistic instances. For reasons of complexity

and consequently, computational efficiency, pick-up and drop-off locations of a

shared trip always correspond to desired departure and arrival locations of at370

least one of the requests included in the shared trip.

Occupancy constraints. Two constraints limit the occupancy of a taxi and we

assume that a request i can include multiple passengers (p̂i > 1). First, the

parameter rmax limits the maximum number of customer requests that can be

merged into a shared trip k (Constraint 2). This sets a limit on the number of375

foreign parties per trip, represented by
∣∣Ik∣∣. Second, Constraint 3 prohibits the

number of passengers of a taxi trip k from exceeding the seating capacity q of a

taxi. Given a customer request i including multiple passengers,
∣∣Ik∣∣ ̸= pk holds

for all feasible taxi trips serving this request.

∣∣Ik∣∣ ≤ rmax ∀ k ∈ K (2)

pk ≤ q ∀ k ∈ K (3)
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Temporal constraints. A shared trip needs to fulfill three temporal constraints380

to be feasible. The departure time of trip k (Constraint 4) and the arrival time

of taxi v (Constraint 5) must be within the maximum waiting time β of all

served requests. Moreover, Constraint 6 limits the walking time of each request

from the requested departure location to the joint departure of trip k by the

trip’s departure time. The earliest possible walking start time of each request385

to the joint departure location of the shared trip is its requested departure time.

For each request included in a shared trip, the arrival time at the desired arrival

location must be within the maximum delay γ, taking into account a possible

walking duration (see Constraint 7).

tdepk ≤ t̂depi + β ∀ i ∈ Ik ∀ k ∈ K (4)

ttaxik,v + θd(l
taxi
k,v , l

dep
k ) ≤ t̂depi + β ∀ i ∈ Ik ∀ k ∈ K ∀ v ∈ V (5)

t̂depi + θw(l̂
dep
i , ldepk ) ≤ tdepk ∀ i ∈ Ik ∀ k ∈ K (6)

tarrk + θw(l
arr
k , l̂arri ) ≤ t̂arri + γ ∀ i ∈ Ik ∀ k ∈ K (7)

Spatial constraints. The spatial constraints closely relate to the temporal con-390

straints. Thus, Constraints 8 and 9 limit the walking distance of each request

from the requested departure location and to the requested arrival location,

respectively. The values for δdep and δarr are restricted by the maximum wait-

ing time and the maximum delay, assuming a constant walking speed for the

walking distance measured by the function ∆w. Constraints 10 and 11 ensure395

that the driving distance, measured by the function ∆d, of trip k is at least w

times longer than the walking distance of each request and at least as long as a

minimum distance g, respectively.
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∆w(l̂
dep
i , ldepk ) ≤ δdep ∀ i ∈ Ik; ∀ k ∈ K (8)

∆w(l
arr
k , l̂arri ) ≤ δarr ∀ i ∈ Ik; ∀ k ∈ K (9)

∆w(l̂
dep
i , ldepk ) + ∆w(l

arr
k , l̂arri )

∆d(l
dep
k , larrk )

≤ w ∀ i ∈ Ik; ∀ k ∈ K (10)

∆d(l̂
dep
i , l̂arri ) ≥ g ∀ i ∈ Ik; ∀ k ∈ K (11)

Cost constraints. Finally, we assume that customers are only willing to share a

taxi with other customers if the shared trip leads to a cost saving of at least µ400

compared to a traditional taxi trip, as indicated by Constraint 12.

f̂i − fk ≥ µ ∀ i ∈ Ik; ∀ k ∈ K (12)

4.3. Integer linear program

The mathematical model for optimizing one planning batch h is based on

the idea of set partitioning. The input for the integer linear model is a set

of due customer requests Idueh , which would be too late to decide upon in the405

following planning batch h + 1. The set of all feasible taxi trips is denoted by

Kh. Typically, a single request i may be satisfied by more than one taxi trip k

(e.g., as traditional trip or in a trip shared with other requests) leading to the

number of feasible taxi trips exceeding the number of customer requests in a

considered planning batch h. The binary decision variable yi indicates whether410

a request i is rejected (yi = 1) or not (y=0). We use the binary decision variable

xv,k (Eq. 16) to indicate whether taxi trip k executed by vehicle v is selected for

service (xv,k = 1) or not (xv,k = 0). Since each taxi trip has a departure time

and a departure and arrival location, selecting a trip implies deciding about the

temporal and spatial conditions for answering a request.415
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min
∑
v∈Vh

∑
k∈K′

v,h

cost(v, k) · xv,k +
∑

i∈Idue
h

e · yi (13)

s.t.
∑
v∈Vh

∑
k∈Ki,v,h

xv,k + yi = 1 ∀ i ∈ Idueh (14)

∑
k∈K′

v,h

xv,k ≤ 1 ∀ v ∈ Vh (15)

xv,k ∈ {0, 1} ∀ k ∈ Kh (16)

yi ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ Idueh (17)

The objective is to minimize the sum of costs of the selected vehicle-trip-

assignment plus a penalization e for each rejected request (Eq. 13). We con-

sider objectives from both customers’ and operators’ perspectives to ensure the

highest possible acceptance on both sides and achieve realistic outcomes. Addi-

tionally, this is achieved by considering the customer’s perspective, e.g. in terms420

of walking-driving ratio, as hard constraints for feasible shared trips (compare

Section 4.2) ensuring a specific service level for customers.

Constraint (14) assures that each due customer request i ∈ Idueh in planning

batch h is either rejected or assigned to exactly one taxi trip k ∈ Kh, obtained

through the row-wise sum of decision variables xvk. The set Ki,v,h contains only425

the taxi trips k which include request i executed by vehicle v. Similarly, the

set K′
v,h contains all taxi trips k which are executed by vehicle v. Constraint

15 guarantees that each available vehicle is assigned to at most one taxi trip.

Finally, Constraints 16 and 17 define both decision variables to be binary.

4.4. Rolling horizon framework430

As previously mentioned, we split an entire planning period (such as a day)

into many deterministic planning batches h, i.e., we apply a rolling horizon

approach. Each of these batches is characterized by a start time tstarth . The

optimization interval ω specifies the time until the start time of the subsequent

batch tstarth+1 and thus, determines the available time for collecting newly avail-435

able requests. Moreover, the time required to execute the optimization of one
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planning batch is considered by optimization duration ϵ. The temporal proper-

ties of the system, i.e., the sequence of several planning batches, are visualized

in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Temporal parameters of a planning batch h

In a planning batch, we only consider requests which would be too late to440

decide upon in the following planning batch. Thus, the response to a request

is made as late as possible to increase the time for finding possible sharing

partners.

An overview of the notation for all presented components can be found in

Table 1.445
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Table 1: Notation overview

Notation Definition

Indices

i ∈ I Request

k ∈ K Taxi trip

v ∈ V Taxi vehicle

h ∈ H Planning batch

Decision Variables

xk Taxi trip k is executed (=1) or not (=0)

yi Request i is rejected (=1) or not (=0)

Sets

Idueh Due requests in planning batch h

Kh Taxi trips in planning batch h

Vh Set of taxi vehicles available in planning batch h

Ik Set of requests served by taxi trip k

Ki,v,h Taxi trips in planning batch h that include request i

and can be executed by vehicle v

K′
v,h Taxi trips in planning batch h that can be executed

by vehicle v

Parameters

t̂reqi Request time of request i

t̂noti Latest accepted notification time of request i

t̂depi Requested departure time of request i

t̂arri Expected arrival time of request i

l̂depi Requested departure location of request i

l̂arri Requested arrival location of request i
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p̂i Requested number of passengers of request i

f̂i Fee for customer request i for a traditional taxi trip

λi Lead time of request i

α Minimum notification time of a request

β Maximum waiting time of a request i

γ Maximum delay of a request

δdepi Maximum walking distance of request i before the departure

δarri Maximum walking distance of request i after the arrival

tdepk Departure time of taxi trip k

tarrk Arrival time of taxi trip k

ldepk Departure location of taxi trip k

larrk Arrival location of taxi trip k

pk Number of passengers of taxi trip k

fk Fee per request for taxi trip k

ck Costs of taxi trip k executed by vehicle v

ttaxiv,k Time of earliest availability of taxi v to drive

to the departure of trip k

ltaxiv,k Location of taxi v before driving to the departure of trip k

tstarth Start time of planning batch h

ω Optimization interval of a planning batch

ϵ Optimization duration of a planning batch

rmax Maximum number of requests per shared taxi trip

q Seating capacity of each taxi in the vehicle fleet

w Walking-Driving ratio

µ Minimum cost savings per request as prerequisite for sharing

g Minimum distance of a request to be considered

ub Unitary value of waiting

uw Unitary value of walking

ud Unitary value of driving

uo Unitary cost of operating a vehicle
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e Penalty expense for rejecting a request

5. Computational study

In this section, we describe our computational study by first presenting the

experimental design and then reporting the computational results obtained.

5.1. Experimental design450

In our experiments, we utilize taxi data collected in New York City (NYC

City Taxi & Limousine Commission: TLC, 2017) and Porto (Moreira-Matias

et al., 2013). Both data sets have been used in other studies on TRS systems

(see e.g., Barann et al., 2017; d’Orey et al., 2012) and represent traditional taxi

systems without any sharing. We draw on these two data sets, as they have455

different spatio-temporal distributions, i.e., the number of daily requests in New

York City is around 100 times higher than in Porto, while the urban area of New

York City is only 20 times larger than the area of Porto. In absolute numbers,

there are on average around 400,000 requests in New York City and 4,000 in

Porto. This allows us to evaluate the potential of the system more broadly.460

The data includes the origin/destination and the number of passengers of taxi

trips, as well as the time the trips started/ended and the costs of the trips.

However, the data does not contain lead times but solely the time the trips

physically started and therefore, need to be imputed. Previous studies often

used a constant lead time (Agatz et al., 2011; Stiglic et al., 2018). However,465

we assume that a Poisson distribution gives more realistic estimations of lead

times due to its stochastic nature. Furthermore, it has a lower bound at a value

of 0 and might therefore result in more realistic estimations compared to other

distributions. Therefore, we draw from a Poisson distribution with rate λ and

subtract the drawn values from the start time of the trip. This is done two470

times with different random seed values.
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We consider a 24-hour planning horizon starting at 0:00 (midnight) on Tues-

day, April 8th, 2014. For New York City, our analysis is limited to taxi requests

with both pickup and drop-off locations confined within Manhattan; conse-

quently, throughout this paper, the terms ’NYC’ and ’Manhattan’ are used475

interchangeably. To approximate the distance between two points, we apply

the Haversine distance and multiply it by the correction factor of 1.5, which is

a rough approximation of a typical shortest path distance on a road network

(Ehmke and Campbell, 2014). We note that this factor is likely different in

Manhattan but alternatives such as the Manhattan distance would give overly480

optimistic approximations. Therefore, we assume a constant factor over all re-

gions. Further, we assume a car capacity q of 3 passenger seats, due to reasons

of passenger comfort. We’ve set the maximum number of requests per shared

taxi trip to the same value (rmax = 3), ensuring manageable computational

complexity. Moreover, we assume a constant walking speed of 5.1 km/h (which485

is roughly the average normal walking speed of people (Bohannon and Andrews,

2011)) that is independent of time and location. The minimum distance of a re-

quest to be considered (g) is set to 425 meters. This is the distance that a person

would walk in 5 minutes (assuming the previously mentioned constant walking

speed). The walking-driving ratio (w) is defined at 0.2. This ensures that with490

a constant driving speed of 30 km/h for all taxis, the maximum possible walking

duration remains within the range of the driving duration of the shared trip.

As sharing surcharge we assume $2.50 (Barann et al., 2017). Inspired by the

approach of Fielbaum et al. (2021), we consider ub = uw = 2ud and uo = 1.5ud

with ud = 1 for calculating the costs associated with a vehicle-trip-assignment495

as described in formula (1). The penalty costs e for rejecting a request are set

to one million. This high value is chosen such that requests are only rejected

when a customer is not reachable or no taxi is available.

For New York City, a fleet size of 5000 vehicles is derived from one-third

of the total taxi licenses in the city (NYC City Taxi & Limousine Commission:500

TLC, 2014), representing the available taxis when assuming three shifts per day.

For Porto, guided by Moreira-Matias et al. (2012), we’ve selected a fleet size of
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400 vehicles. Inspired by Bertsimas et al. (2019), we have set the initial vehicle

distribution at random locations, which follow the distribution of customer drop-

off locations in NYC and Porto right before the start of the planning horizon.505

To investigate the system’s sensitivity, we vary parameters of two types,

which we refer to as exogenous and system design parameters. Exogenous pa-

rameters are set outside the TRS system, i.e., they specify the system’s input

and are not within the decision power of the system provider, such as the vol-

ume of customer requests. In contrast, system design parameters determine the510

system design and must be fixed by the system provider, and include, for exam-

ple, the optimization frequency. For the sensitivity study, we focus on varying

three central exogenous parameters, which influence the system’s input, i.e., the

customer requests, significantly: City, density of requests, and announcement

lead time (with parameter λ representing the respective distribution). The var-515

ied system design parameters consist of the three most important parameters

for ensuring a promised level of service to customers, i.e., minimum notification

time α, maximum waiting time β and maximum walking distance ψ, and one

parameter concerning the rolling horizon approach, i.e., optimization interval ω.

The values of these system design and exogenous parameters are presented in520

Table 2. We create a scenario for each possible combination of these parameter

values.

To explore diverse demand scenarios, we manipulate request density ϕ by

randomly filtering out customer requests, examining three cases: 50%, 75%,

and 100% of the requests from the respective data sets. For the value of λ,525

we orientate ourselves on the constant value chosen by Agatz et al. (2011) and

Stiglic et al. (2018), and choose settings where customer requests arrive spon-

taneously (900 seconds) and with higher lead times (1,800 seconds and 3,600

seconds). For the minimum notification time α, we consider three settings: In

the first setting (0), customers only need to be notified at their requested de-530

parture time. In the second and third setting, customers need to be notified

at least 3 or 5 minutes before they start their travel. We perceive these val-

ues as reasonable because previous works did not consider a notification time,
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Table 2: Parameter settings for scenarios

Parameter Values

exogenous

City η New York City; Porto

Density ϕ (in %) 50; 75; 100

Lead time parameter λ (in s) 900; 1,800; 3,600

system design

parameters

Minimum notification time α (in s) 0; 180; 300

Maximum waiting time β (in s) 300; 600; 900

Maximum walking distance δ (in m) 425; 850; 1275

Optimization interval ω (in s) 60; 180; 300

i.e., implicitly assumed a value of 0 (see e.g., Wang et al., 2018). Concerning

the maximum waiting time β, similar to Barann et al. (2017) and Qian et al.535

(2017), we consider a scenario where customers can only wait shortly (300 sec-

onds), moderately (600 seconds) and one in which customers are highly flexible

(900 seconds). Furthermore, the parameter that determines the maximum de-

lay (γ) is set to two times the maximum waiting time. The maximum walking

distance δ is varied independently of the maximum waiting time, although it540

is additionally constrained by it. Accordingly, we select the values of 425, 850,

and 1275 meters. Finally, the optimization interval ω is set to 60, 180, and 300

seconds. These values are based on the studies of Kucharski and Cats (2020)

and Fielbaum et al. (2021). We perform an exhaustive search over the space of

possible parameter combinations, resulting in a total of 2,916 instances.545

The experiments run on compute nodes with 3.5 GHz and 256 GB RAM

within Paderborn University’s high-performance computer cluster, allowing par-

allel execution of different scenarios. Furthermore, we use the Gurobi 10 solver

with standard settings and a time limit equal to a constant optimization dura-

tion ϵ of 60 seconds. Pretests have shown the solver consistently converges fast550

towards the optimal solution, i.e., optimality gaps are consistently near 0%. The
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max gap in New York is 1.1% and all instances are optimally solved in Porto.

Further summary statistics are to be found in the Appendix A (Table A.8).

5.2. Results

In this subsection, we present the results of the conducted experiments. The555

results are then discussed and interpreted in Section 6. Table 3 displays descrip-

tive statistics for the rejection rate and sharing rate across various scenarios in

New York City and Porto. Additionally, the table includes the absolute count

of responded requests, consisting of both accepted and rejected requests about

which customers have been informed within the considered planning horizon.560

The rejection and sharing rate represent the proportions of rejected and shared

requests among all responded requests, enabling the derivation of the absolute

count of shared and rejected requests from the data in Table 3. The number of

responded requests for the considered planning horizon varies due to different

values for density, the optimization interval, and the notification time.565

Table 3: Summary statistics for rejection rate and sharing rate

Rejection

rate (%)

Sharing

rate (%)

Responded

requests

NYC Porto NYC Porto NYC Porto

Mean 3.24 1.01 6.05 0.28 239421 2775

Median 1.40 0.00 5.38 0.27 240343 2780

Min 0.00 0.00 1.32 0.11 158788 1829

Max 22.20 16.45 16.87 0.73 322347 3736

Stdv 4.21 2.30 3.44 0.13 65222 755

Table 4 provides descriptive statistics for metrics describing the service level

of customers, specifically, the average driving time, average walking time, and

average waiting time of resulting trips.

To provide more detailed insights into the sharing potential and the rejection

rate, Figure 4 and 5 exhibit boxplots of the distribution of the sharing rate and570
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Table 4: Summary statistics for average driving, walking and waiting times

Average driving

time (sec)

Average walking

time* (sec)

Average waiting

time (sec)

NYC Porto NYC Porto NYC Porto

Mean 387 599 74 10 256 50

Median 388 600 65 8 228 24

Min 367 588 57 4 126 11

Max 397 607 118 65 575 256

Stdv 6 4 14 6 97 50

*only the walking time to the departure location is considered

(as in the objective function)

the rejection rate in New York City, respectively, split by density ϕ. Given

the limited vehicle fleet, there exists a reciprocal impact between the rejection

rate and the sharing rate. Increased ride sharing enables the fulfillment of

more requests and subsequently reduces the number of rejections due to vehicle

unavailability. For NYC, this relationship is represented in Figure 6, depicting575

the rejection rate on the x-axis and the sharing rate on the y-axis. Respective

Figures for Porto can be found in Appendix A (Figure A.7 to A.9).
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Figure 4: Boxplot showing sharing rate (in %) in Manhattan

Figure 5: Boxplot showing rejection rate (in %) in Manhattan
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Figure 6: Relation between sharing and rejection rate in Manhattan
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Finally, we conduct ordinary least square regressions using the aforemen-

tioned metrics (rejection rate, sharing rate, average driving time, average walk-

ing time, and average waiting time) as dependent variables. The aim is to580

quantify the impact of system design and exogenous parameters, as outlined

in Section 5.1, on the system’s efficiency. Within this model, we introduce

interaction terms by associating the city parameter with all parameters spec-

ified in Section 5.1. This approach allows us to analyze how the coefficients

vary across different cities. Given that the explanatory variables represent only585

’low’, ’medium’, and ’high’ scenarios, we treat them as categorical variables in

the model, where the medium-value is the base value for the regression. This

approach results in a total of five regressions in the form of Equation 18.

y = b0 + η · b1 + ϕ · b2 + λ · b3 + α · b4 + β · b5 + δ · b6 + ω · b7+

ηϕ · b8 + ηλ · b9 + ηα · b10 + ηβ · b11 + ηδ · b12 + ηω · b13 + error (18)

The results of these regressions are presented in Table 5 and 6. Since NYC

is the base value for the ’city’-variable, all coefficients above the dashed line590

describe the scenarios in NYC. To interpret scenarios in Porto, the values below

the dashed line need to be additionally considered.
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Table 5: Regression models for rejection rate and sharing rate

Rejection rate

(in %)

Sharing rate

(in %)

(Intercept) 0.61∗∗ 7.87∗∗∗

density50 −1.64∗∗∗ −2.28∗∗∗

density100 3.23∗∗∗ 2.20∗∗∗

leadTimeLambda15 1.09∗∗∗ −0.46∗∗∗

leadTimeLambda60 −0.18 −0.05

minNotTime0 1.56∗∗∗ 0.43∗∗∗

minNotTime300 −0.12 −0.33∗∗∗

maxWaitingTime300 4.01∗∗∗ −2.77∗∗∗

maxWaitingTime900 −1.47∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗

maxWalkingDist425 0.21 −1.96∗∗∗

maxWalkingDist1275 0.06 0.14∗

optInterval60 2.20∗∗∗ −2.76∗∗∗

optInterval300 −1.01∗∗∗ 2.12∗∗∗

cityPorto −1.47∗∗∗ −7.65∗∗∗

cityPorto:density50 1.26∗∗∗ 2.20∗∗∗

cityPorto:density100 −2.34∗∗∗ −2.08∗∗∗

cityPorto:leadTimeLambda15 0.13 0.47∗∗∗

cityPorto:leadTimeLambda60 0.23 0.12

cityPorto:minNotTime0 −0.56∗∗ −0.38∗∗∗

cityPorto:minNotTime300 0.68∗∗∗ 0.35∗∗∗

cityPorto:maxWaitingTime300 −2.25∗∗∗ 2.74∗∗∗

cityPorto:maxWaitingTime900 1.42∗∗∗ −0.30∗∗∗

cityPorto:maxWalkingDist425 −0.21 1.95∗∗∗

cityPorto:maxWalkingDist1275 −0.06 −0.13

cityPorto:optInterval60 −1.83∗∗∗ 2.70∗∗∗

cityPorto:optInterval300 1.25∗∗∗ −2.05∗∗∗

R2 0.64 0.95

Adj. R2 0.63 0.95

Num. obs. 2916 2916

∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05
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Table 6: Regression models for avg. driving-, walking- and waiting time

Avg. driving

time (in sec)

Avg. walking

time (sec)

Avg. waiting

time (sec)

(Intercept) 387.06∗∗∗ 84.83∗∗∗ 289.82∗∗∗

density50 4.65∗∗∗ −3.84∗∗∗ −65.26∗∗∗

density100 −6.33∗∗∗ 2.99∗∗∗ 66.76∗∗∗

leadTimeLambda15 0.52∗ 0.27 0.70

leadTimeLambda60 −0.99∗∗∗ −0.35 −5.40∗

minNotTime0 −2.86∗∗∗ 2.21∗∗∗ 29.80∗∗∗

minNotTime300 1.37∗∗∗ −1.23∗∗ −18.17∗∗∗

maxWaitingTime300 −2.78∗∗∗ −18.44∗∗∗ −113.42∗∗∗

maxWaitingTime900 0.53∗ 0.10 49.97∗∗∗

maxWalkingDist425 3.47∗∗∗ −16.03∗∗∗ −20.47∗∗∗

maxWalkingDist1275 −0.68∗∗ 0.93∗ −1.20

optInterval60 1.36∗∗∗ 1.97∗∗∗ 10.72∗∗∗

optInterval300 0.65∗∗ −1.35∗∗∗ −32.26∗∗∗

cityPorto 209.94∗∗∗ −76.84∗∗∗ −255.66∗∗∗

cityPorto:density50 −2.98∗∗∗ 4.08∗∗∗ 43.20∗∗∗

cityPorto:density100 7.19∗∗∗ −2.97∗∗∗ −29.82∗∗∗

cityPorto:leadTimeLambda15 2.06∗∗∗ −0.63 −16.65∗∗∗

cityPorto:leadTimeLambda60 4.03∗∗∗ 0.29 −4.73

cityPorto:minNotTime0 1.21∗∗∗ 1.90∗∗∗ 18.97∗∗∗

cityPorto:minNotTime300 −1.32∗∗∗ 3.15∗∗∗ 13.43∗∗∗

cityPorto:maxWaitingTime300 1.32∗∗∗ 18.07∗∗∗ 98.00∗∗∗

cityPorto:maxWaitingTime900 −0.50 0.01 −47.90∗∗∗

cityPorto:maxWalkingDist425 −3.45∗∗∗ 15.22∗∗∗ 19.03∗∗∗

cityPorto:maxWalkingDist1275 0.64∗ −0.80 1.87

cityPorto:optInterval60 −1.03∗∗∗ −3.65∗∗∗ 15.71∗∗∗

cityPorto:optInterval300 −0.93∗∗ 5.33∗∗∗ 35.90∗∗∗

R2 1.00 0.97 0.93

Adj. R2 1.00 0.97 0.93

Num. obs. 2916 2916 2916

∗∗∗p < 0.001; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗p < 0.05
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6. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results of our computational study by first

interpreting the variations of rejection rate and sharing rate and then deriving595

design implications that need to be considered when designing a one-to-one TRS

system.

6.1. Variations of rejection rate, sharing rate and service quality

There are large differences in the rejection rate and the sharing rate resulting

from the variation of parameters, which determine the mobility environment and600

the design of the TRS system. Please notice that, as we regress rejection and

sharing rates which are measured in percentage, we talk about percentage points

when we say that sharing/rejection rates increase/decrease. For example, if the

intercept is 5%, an increase of 10%-points indicates 15% and not 5.5%. Below,

we will individually analyze the influence of varying each parameter listed in605

Table 2 starting with the exogenous parameters followed by the system design

parameters.

City. From Table 3 we see that the mean rejection rate is 3.24% in New York and

1.01% in Porto. This difference is likely caused by the fact that the requests-

per-taxi-ratio is higher in New York than in Porto (see Subsection 5.1 for a610

detailed explanation of our chosen taxi fleet size), i.e., a single taxi needs to

serve fewer requests in Porto than in New York. The median values in both

cities are lower than the mean, which indicates that in an average scenario, very

few rejections occur. The mean sharing rate is 6.05% in New York and 0.28% in

Porto. These results are also supported by the regression results (Table 5). The615

city of Porto variable has a significant negative coefficient for both rejection

(−1.47) and sharing rates (−7.65). The relatively low sharing rates can be

attributed to a few factors. First, the walking-driving ratio of 0.2 restricts a

lot of potential sharing, as rides where customers need to walk considerably

more compared to the taxi ride duration are deemed unfeasible. We are among620

the few to constrain this ratio, a factor also acknowledged in the approaches
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of Barann et al. (2017) and Dieter et al. (2023), and likely considered relevant

by many customers. This constraint notably impacts Manhattan, where trip

durations are relatively short, amplifying its effect (compare Table 4). Second,

in the objective function, driving is less penalized than walking. This results625

in cases where requests are not shared even if no hard constraints are violated,

provided enough taxis are available. These findings correspond to the service

quality metrics presented in Table 4 and 6, displaying low values, particularly

for the average walking time (on average 74 seconds in NYC), as well as for the

waiting time (on average 256 seconds in NYC).630

Density. The density parameter simulates different demand scenarios in the

cities. It directly affects the requests-per-taxi-ratio. Thus, a higher density leads

to increased rejection rates and sharing rates. In NYC, an increase in density

from 75% to 100% corresponds to an increase in the average sharing rate by

more than 2%-points and in the average rejection rate by more than 3%-points635

(see boxplots in Figure 4 and 5). The regression coefficients in Table 5 confirm

these observations and indicate a contrasting effect when the density decreases

to 50%, leading to lower rejection and sharing rates than those observed at a

density of 75%. One reason for these comparatively high effects could be the

absence of a rebalancing algorithm, which would redistribute empty taxis to640

regions with high demand. The direction of the effects is similar for Porto, but

their effect size there is noticeably weaker, possibly due to the generally lower

requests-per-taxi-ratio and the lower sharing potential. This is supported by the

regression coefficients, which, while significant, exhibit lower values for Porto

(e.g. 2.20 − 2.08 = 0.12 percentage points for a density of 100%). Regarding645

service quality, the density of requests primarily influences the waiting time.

According to the regression results, a 25% increase in request density results in

a one-minute increase of waiting time.

Lead time parameter. The base value in our regression is set to the mid-value,

i.e., customers request their taxi on average 30 minutes before their desired650

start time. From Table 5, we can see that a value of 15 minutes increases the
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rejection rate by 1.09% compared to the base case of 30 minutes. Further, this

relation is significant with a p-value of less than 0.1%. We deduct that more

requests on short notice lead to a larger amount of rejections. This is because

in case the lead time of a customer is lower than the sum of optimization inter-655

val and optimization duration, the customer is directly rejected without being

considered for optimization. When looking at the sharing rate, a parameter of

15 leads to 0.46%-points fewer sharing and the coefficient is also significant. An

explanation for this observation is that longer lead times provide information

earlier compared to shorter lead times. Consequently, with longer lead times,660

the system can make better-informed decisions, facilitating the identification of

more suitable sharing partners. Conversely, shorter lead times may delay cru-

cial information, potentially leading to less informed decisions in finding suitable

sharing partners. When looking at the parameter of 60 minutes, the effects on

rejection and sharing rate are both slightly negative and not significant. This665

implies that in contrast to 15 minutes, it does not make a big difference if

the lead time is 30 or 60 minutes. This is likely because both these durations

provide ample time for the system to make well-informed decisions. Another

interesting observation is that the observed differences in the sharing rate be-

tween lead time values of 15 and 30 are less present in Porto, as the interaction670

effect between Porto and a lead time setting of 15 minutes has a positive and

significant coefficient of 0.47, which equals out the coefficient for both Porto and

New York (−0.46). A possible explanation for this observation is that almost no

sharing occurs in Porto in any of the tested scenarios, disregarding the lead time

parameter. Moreover, the lead time parameter demonstrates no substantial in-675

fluence on service quality, as evidenced by the respective regression coefficients

(Table 6).

Minimum notification time. For the minimum notification time, the baseline in

our regression is set at the mid-value, where customers receive their notification

at least 3 minutes before their desired start time. A change in the notifica-680

tion time, as indicated by the regression, only exhibits a significant influence
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on the rejection rate when the notification time is reduced (in this case, to 0

minutes). Unexpectedly, despite providing the system additional 3 minutes to

decide on feasible vehicle-trip-assignments, reducing the notification time leads

to an increase in the rejection rate (by 1.56%-points in NYC). However, with the685

elimination of the notification time, taxis have less time available to reach the

pick-up location promptly, leading to higher rejection rates and higher average

waiting times (e.g. 29.8 seconds in NYC in Table 4). At the same time, the

impact of the notification time on the sharing rate follows the expected pattern:

reducing the notification time increases the sharing rate (by 0.43%-points in690

NYC), whereas increasing the notification time decreases it (by -0.33%-points

in NYC). This relationship is attributed to the system having more time to find

sharing partners, leading to more shared trips. Again, similar relationships can

be observed for Porto, albeit to a lesser extent.

Maximum waiting time. The system design parameter with the highest impact695

on the rejection rate is the maximum waiting time β. While the regression base-

line assumes a maximum waiting time of 10 minutes, it suggests that reducing

the parameter by 5 minutes leads to an increase in the rejection rate of 4.01%-

points, while increasing the parameter by 5 minutes results in a decrease in the

rejection rate of −1, 47%-points in NYC. The increasing rejections with shorter700

waiting times stem from two main reasons: Firstly, the limited availability of

taxis unable to reach the pick-up location within the abbreviated time frame.

Secondly, and more crucially, the reduced potential for shared trips, which leads

to fewer available vehicles even with relatively low demand. This is supported

by the regression coefficients for the model with the sharing rate as dependent705

variable, which show a decrease of −2.77%-points for β = 300 and an increase

of 0.31%-points for β = 900 in NYC. This relationship is depicted in Figure 6.

The results positioned towards the bottom-right corner correspond to lower val-

ues of the maximum waiting time, whereas the results associated with a high

maximum waiting time are represented by the points situated towards the top-710

left. In Porto, this correlation is somewhat less prominent, as evidenced by the
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lower regression coefficients (see also Figure A.9). Similar to other parameters,

service quality is primarily influenced by changes in waiting time. Although it

increases or decreases with enlargement or reduction of the maximum waiting

time parameter, it does so without fully exploiting the boundaries. According715

to the regression, in NYC, reducing the maximum waiting time to 5 minutes

results in a decrease in the average waiting time of about 2 minutes, whereas

increasing the maximum waiting time to 15 minutes leads to an increase in the

average waiting time of less than 1 minute.

Maximum walking distance. The regression indicates that a change in the max-720

imum walking distance has no significant impact on the rejection rate. In terms

of sharing rate, a noteworthy impact is observed solely when the maximum walk-

ing distance is decreased to 425 meters, leading to a decrease of 1.96%-points in

the sharing rate for NYC. The explanation for the limited influence of the walk-

ing distance is its restriction by the waiting distance. Given that the regression’s725

baseline for the maximum waiting time is set at 10 minutes, only a maximum

walking distance of 425 meters imposes a stronger walking constraint, thus re-

sulting in the observation of a significant coefficient in this instance. These

effects diminish in the case of Porto because of the few total shared trips. The

average walking time remains almost unaffected by changes in the maximum730

waiting time (see e.g. the coefficient of −16.03 for maxWalkingDist425).

Optimization interval. The optimization interval is the system design parameter

with the highest impact on the sharing rate. According to Table 5, for NYC, it’s

evident that a value of 60 seconds decreases the sharing rate by −2.76%-points

compared to the base case of 180 seconds. Conversely, a value of 300 seconds735

increases the sharing rate by 2.12%-points compared to the base case of 180

seconds. Additionally, this relationship is statistically significant with a p-value

of less than 0.1%. Our results are consistent with findings from the literature.

For example, Kucharski and Cats (2020) noted that longer scheduling horizons

foster optimal trip-sharing, while shorter horizons hinder this potential. The740

authors observe that a 5-minute interval is enough for customers to optimally
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share their trips. For a short optimization interval, the declining sharing po-

tential accounts for the rising rejection rate (2.20%-points for NYC), whereas

for a larger optimization interval, the increasing sharing potential explains the

decreasing rejection rate (−1.01%-points for NYC). Increasing the optimization745

interval to 5 minutes even has a positive effect on the average waiting time,

reducing it by 30 seconds for NYC (Table 6).

6.2. Design implications

With our experiments, we not only demonstrate the instantiation and appli-

cation of the suggested TRS system but also point to general issues that need750

to be considered by organizational decision-makers when implementing the pro-

posed system in practice. We do this by drawing on the regression results with

the parameters in Table 2 as independent variables. While the exogenous pa-

rameters serve to assess whether implementing a TRS system is viable, the

system design parameters reflect the design choices available for the TRS sys-755

tem. The directions of effects of these parameters on the system’s performance,

in terms of rejection rate, sharing rate and service quality, are similar for both

cities, New York City and Porto.

It’s essential, as a primary consideration before implementing a one-to-one

taxi ridesharing system, to ascertain whether the city, where the system is in-760

tended to be set up, has sufficient ride requests with sharing potential. Such

a system may not be justified in a city like Porto with a relatively low vol-

ume of daily requests that are geographically dispersed. As our experiments

have demonstrated, a high request density significantly affects rejection and

sharing rates of one-to-one TRS, especially evident in NYC. This emphasizes765

the necessity of tailored strategies to manage demand fluctuations in densely

populated areas, requiring the implementation of rebalancing algorithms and

dynamic fleet size adjustments. Moreover, the system operator should encour-

age users to make early enough requests, e.g., by incentivizing early requests.

However, lead times don’t necessarily need to be excessively long. Beyond a770

certain threshold, extended lead times may not necessarily result in increased
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sharing rates and decreased rejection rates.

If the exogenous parameters create favorable conditions for a one-to-one

TRS system, the system’s design becomes crucial in ensuring good performance.

Table 7 summarizes the essential design implications crucial for optimizing one-775

to-one TRS systems.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we address the design of TRS with shared pick-up and drop-

off locations for sustainable shared mobility as an important research area in

modern transportation. While the literature on shared mobility shows consensus780

on the large potential of TRS, it has been remarkably silent on how to design

such systems. However, getting insights into such design issues is crucial for

developing sustainable TRS systems.

We approach the above-mentioned research gap with a computational study

and provide several contributions: (i) We propose a mathematical formulation785

of the one-to-one TRS problem; (ii) we suggest the application and describe

the algorithmic implementation of a rolling horizon approach to account for the

dynamic problem nature; (iii), we conduct extensive computational experiments

based upon real-world data of the cities of New York and Porto, including a

sensitivity analysis of various system design and exogenous parameters; and790

(iv) we derive prescriptive managerial implications for practitioners who plan

to design and implement one-to-one TRS systems. These implications are based

upon our findings that the maximum waiting time of customers has the strongest

leverage effect on rejection and sharing rates. Managerial implications are also

derived from our findings that some other system design parameters have a795

significant impact, such as the optimization interval and the minimum time

customers need to be notified before their requested departure time (minimum

notification time).

Our study opens avenues for a variety of future research directions: While

we assume customer behavior to be homogeneous, future research may distin-800
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Table 7: Design implications

No. Implication

1 The maximum waiting time is the primary factor influencing re-

jection rates and ride-sharing potential in one-to-one TRS sys-

tems. Operators are strongly advised to implement market mech-

anisms that increase customer flexibility regarding waiting times.

Thoughtful management of this parameter is vital: reducing it

below 10 minutes may significantly increase rejections, while in-

creasing it could enhance shared trips but necessitates careful bal-

ance for optimal service quality.

2 The size of the optimization interval significantly influences the

sharing rate in TRS systems during a rolling horizon approach.

Operators are advised to avoid excessively short intervals and aim

for approximately 5-minute durations, as this can enhance sharing

rates, thereby potentially reducing rejection rates.

3 The minimum notification time influences rejection rates by af-

fecting prompt taxi arrivals, while extending it reduces the sharing

rate. We recommend operators to consider informing customers

shortly before the requested departure, such as 3 minutes, ensur-

ing customers’ planning security and allowing taxis ample time to

reach the pick-up location.

4 The maximum walking distance shows no substantial impact on

rejection rates but affects sharing rates, notably observed when

reduced to distances below what is reachable within the maxi-

mum waiting time. Therefore, operators of TRS systems are rec-

ommended to consider the maximum walking distance carefully,

ensuring it aligns with distances reachable within the maximum

waiting time.
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guish the willingness to share taxis at an individual level. This extension might

include incentivizing customers when they, for example, accept higher walking

distances or longer lead times for their requests. One option to follow this re-

search direction involves dynamic pricing or other incentive schemes, such as

future discounts. Second, repositioning of idle taxis can further increase the805

efficiency of the system and is therefore worthwhile studying. Third, in order

to increase the positive environmental impact of the system, the operator could

prioritize long taxi trips when dispatching taxis as short trips are more likely

to be substituted by more sustainable means of transportation, such as walking

or bike sharing. Fourth, and related to the previous research direction, other810

transportation options, such as scooter or bike-sharing systems, may be included

in the TRS system. For example, in case a customer i needs to walk a long dis-

tance, a scooter may be reserved for customer i, which allows the operator of

the TRS system to assign customer i to a group of customers joining each other

at a location that would not have been reachable by customer i only by walking.815
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Appendix A. Results

Figure A.7: Boxplot showing sharing rate (in %) in Porto

Figure A.8: Boxplot showing rejection rate (in %) in Porto
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Figure A.9: Relation between sharing and rejection rate in Porto

Table A.8: Gap Statistics

NYC Porto

Mean 0.000 0.000

Median 0.000 0.000

Min 0.000 0.000

Max 0.011 0.000

Stdv 0.000 0.000
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